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RESUME

Generalement, la fabrication d'un nouveau produit est basee sur une idee

transform6e en un module physique. Le produit est generalement congu sur la base

d'exigences fonctionnelles et esth6tiques. Aprfes cela un prototype (en utilisant en

materiau comme Ie bois, 1'argile ou Ie platre de moulage) est realise et raffine jusqu'a

ce que toutes les specifications soient rencontrees. Pendant cette premiere phase. Ie

changement fait sur Ie modele original peut etre habituellement significatif et complexe.

Ces demandes exigent d'utiliser des mdthodes d'ing6nierie invers6e pour regendrer un

module plus precis.

L'objectif des techniques d'ingenierie inversee est la generation de surface 3-D

du produit sous forme de fichier CAO, surtout dans les cas de formes complexes. Pour

ce faire, d'abord les coordonnees x, y, z de points muldples sur la surface du produit

sont digitalisees. Les surfaces sur modele CAO peuvent ensuite servir a generer la

trajectoire d'outil pour une machine appropriee sous forme d'un fichier contenant Ie

code-G necessaire.

Ce memoire propose une procedure de digitalisation de pieces existantes en

udlisant une CMM (machine a mesurer ^ coordonnees). Une CMM est capable de

d6placer et de determiner la position cart^sienne du centre d'un palpeur spherique avec
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une precision de quelques micrometres. Le palpeur spherique est incorpore a 1'extremite

de la CMM et amene en contact avec la pifece. Lorsque Ie contact est etabli, les

coordonnees du centre de la sph&re sont enregistrees. Quand Ie mesurage des differentes

positions est complete, la dimension et la forme de 1'objet doivent etre evaluees. Etant

donne qu'initialement, Ie centre du palpeur est considere comme Ie point de touche, alors

une erreur est cr6ee et doit etre compensee. Aussi etant donne que les pieces &

digitaliser sont souvent inconnues, une autre methode est proposee pour determiner Ie

nombre et la posidon des mesures pour une digitalisation precise et rapide de ces pieces.

Pour cela, quelques points sont mesures initialement manuellement avec la CMM.

Ensuite, une surface initiale est generee en utilisant les points initiaux par Ie mod&le de

Krigeage. Ce module est graduellement am61iore par 1'addition de points mesures en

utilisant une m6thode adaptadve et automatique.

Les travaux futurs devraient etre concentres sur la selecdon du palpeur, la

planification de 1'inspection, la localisation des pieces sur la CMM, la densite

d'6chantillonnage sur la pifece ^ mesurer et finalement 1'usinage direct de la pi&ce

digitalisee.
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ABSTRACT

The task of manufacturing a new product usually begins at the designer's desk

where an idea is transfonned into a design for a physical model. The product is

conceptualized by the designer based on some specified funcdonal and aesthetic

requirements. Next, a mock-up (using a soft material such as wood, clay or piaster of

Paris) is made and refined dll it meets all the specifications. During this process, the

changes made to the original model are often so numerous and complex that engineering

changes made to the original drawing are typically not accurate enough or are extremely

time consuming. This necessitates the application of reverse engineering methods to

generate an accurate drawing.

When dealing with complex shapes, the objective of any reverse engineering

technique is to generate a 3-D mapping of the product in the form of a CAD file. In

order to do this, the x, y, z coordinates of multiple points on the product surface first have

to be acquired. These coordinate can then be used to develop the drawing of the product

further for redesign or manufacture. CAD/CAM packages that wiU generate a machining

path for the appropriate machines and output a file containing the necessary G-Codes are

ab-eady available and are being further refined.

This thesis proposes a digitizing procedure for an existing part using a CMM.
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A CMM is able to move and determine the cartesian position of the centre of a spherical

tip touch probe to accuracies of a few microns. The spherical tip touch probe

incorporated in the last body of a CMM is brought in contact with the part. Upon

contact the coordinates of the centre of the spherical tip touch probe are recorded. When

measurements at various positions are completed, the 3-D size and form of the object

must be evaluated. Since initially the probe centre is considered as the touched point,

an error is created that must be compensated. Next, since the digitized parts are often

unknown, another method is proposed to accurately and rapidly digitize theses parts. For

this, inidally a number of points are measured under manual CMM operation on the

surface. An initial surface is generated using these initial points with a Kriging modeller.

The reliability of this initial surface is gradually improved by progressively adding

measurement points through an adapdve automatic CMM program.

Future research should be concentrated on the probe selection, inspection

planning, part localization on the CMM table, sampling density on the part to be

digitized and finally direct machining of the designed part.



CONDENSE EN FRAN^AIS

En matiere de technique, ou 1'ergonomie et 1'aerodynamique sont des facteurs

importants, Ie prototype des modeles sculpture sont souvent faits a Ie main. Un

prototype rapide de tel modele est necessaire pour fabriquer 1c produit en un temps

minimum. Idealement, "digitization" automatique des surfaces, converties les donnees

dans un modele via 1'ordinateur et fabrique par Fabrication Assiste par

Ordinateur(FAO) dans une forme tres appropriee. Ce processus est nomme "Reverse

Engineering".

Habituellement, la forme de surface dans la majorite des

applications(carrosserie d'automobile jusqu'aux 1'appareil de menager) offire une

grand nombre de caracteristique distincts, compris les surfaces de "free-fonn" comme

les plans, les cylindres, etc., tout cela pour creer un effet spectaculaire. Actuellement,

la digitization" se fait a travers de mesures faits manuellement ou automatiquement

en utilisant une machine a mesure tridimensionnel(MMT).

Les systemes a vision etant aussi capables de mesurer les points en trois

dimensions sur la surface et sont egalement applicables dans 1c "reverse engineering".

Ces systemes ont quelques bonnes caracteristiques, lorsqu'ils sont incorpore dans la

t&che de "prototype rapide", pour augmenter 1'efficacite du processus. Beaucoup de
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systemes a vision emploient une source laser, optique et un detecteur sensible a

liuniere pour mesurer la distance entre Ie capteur et la surface. La plupart des

techniques basees sur 1c laser emploie la geometne triangulaire.

Compare a un systeme base sur la laser, un systeme de mesure MMT a

1'avantage d'etre precis, et moins coutent. L'autre limitation du systeme a vision est

Ie compromis entre la precision et Ie champ de vision.

D y a plusieurs methodes pour lesquelles peuvent les donnees peuvent 6tre

s'acquisses. Elles peuvent 6tre classes en deux grandes categories: Les methodes

contact et les methodes non-contact.

Les methodes contact furent ete utUises pour plusieurs ans. Elles demandent

un contact entre la surface de la piece et 1'outil de mesure.

La mesure faite manuellement etait la seule technique enstant les 30 demieres

annees pour convertir un modele physique en dessin. La methode manuelle est

encore en usage dans plusieurs petites usines a travers 1c monde. Le desavantage de

cette methode est qu'ils exige un nombre d'heures de main d'oeuvre, non seulement

pour 1 extraction des donn6es mais aussi pour 1'entrees des ces donnees.

La MMT qui permet d'inspecter une piece en 3-D apparut d'abord au debut

des ans 1960. Ensuite elles connu un progres significatif en terme de vitesse et

precision des mesures. Une MMT est un appareil de mesure tridimensionnels
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qu'utilise un palpeur a contact pour detecter la surface de 1'objet. Le palpeur est

generalement un appareil sensible a pression qui est declenche par contact avec la

surface. Les distances linaires de deplacement de trois axes sont enregistres et sont

representees en coordonnees x, y, z des points.

La prototype, ou piece, a mesurer est place sur la table de mesure de la

machine, et les coordonnes des points sur la surface sont acquises. Ces points sont

entres dans un fichier IGES qui peut ensuite etre transferes dans un systeme de CAO

pour genere Ie dessin de la piece. De cette maniere, la figure de 1'objet acquise en

forme de dessin de CAO, peut 6tre manipulee et modifiee lorsque necessaire. Apres

avoir execute une surface initiale appropriee ou les points sont collectes, la precision

du modele verifiera, necessaire, plus de points dans les zones de tolerance et ce d'une

fagon iterative.

La plupart des methode non-contact utilisent la lumiere pour 1'extraction des

informations. Les prmcipale techniques disponibles presentement incluent 1'usage de

systeme d'eclairage. Ces techniques sont encore dans une etape de gestation. Le

methode non-contact des technologies de "reverse engineering" pour creer un modele

de CAO d'une piece existante, peut 6tre categorisees en deux grandes classes. Ces

techniques sont expliquees en detail dans ce memoire.

Ce memoire expliquera les problemes majeurs lies a 1'utilisation de MMT en
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compensation du rayon de palpeur peut s'obtenir en determinant un vecteur normal

SUT chaque position mesure de cette surface initiale. Etant donnes que Ie procede

de compensation doit considerer les normales ver la surface reelle et non ver la

surface du centre du palpeur, les essais ont etc conduis pour verifier que la condition

tangentielle de touche etait realisee.

Une autre validation experimentale en utilisant des surface planes et

spheriques avec differents rayons de palpeur etait fut aussi concluante pour

collaborer la grande precision de cette approche. Une pale de turbine a ete mesuree

et Ie resultat montre que la methode est precise et ce a 1'interieur de domaine de

precision et de reproductibilite de la MMT. Par sequence cette methode devrait aider

considerablement aider a la "digitization" de surface "free-form" pour Ie "reverse

Engineering".

Plus de travaux sont necessaires pour evaluer Ie nombre minimum et la

distribution optimum des points de mesure pour reproduire fidelement la surface

reel. Aussi la methode proposee peut constituer la base d'une procedure iterative

d'un reseau maille de points a compense.

Le deurieme article

Une nouveUe methode pour la programmation des machines a mesure

tridimensioimelle pour les pieces sculpturees et inconnues a ete developpe. Plusieurs
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points sur la surface reelle sont initialement mesurees, sous une forme manuelle de

la MMT. Une premiere surface est generee en utilisant de points initiaux avec un

manipulateur de krigeage. La precision de cette surface initial est graduellement

augmentee en ajoutant progressivement des points a mesures. Les nouveaux points

cibles , pour conduite la MMT, sont choisis en se basant sur la complexite locale de

1'estimation courante de la piece. Les r6sultats experimentaux indiquent que la

methode developpee est capable de creer un programme pour foumir un modele

precis dans un tolerancement geometrique donne en un tempes minimum.

Dans cette etude, une nouvelle approche sera proposee pour une "digitization"

rapide et automatique d'une surface inconnue et complexe en utilisant des donnees

obtenues par ime MMT equipee d'un palpeur spherique. Une surface initiale etant

gener6e a partir de quelques points que sont mesures manuellement. Apres qu'une

series de points cibles sont obtenus, ils deviennent candidats pour 1c re-mesurage de

surface avec une plus grande precision. La procedure de mesurage peut continuer

jusque ce que la difference entre les points mesiu-es et Ie modele devient plus petite

que la tolerance exigee. Le processus de "digitization" et sa plamfication sont

executes automatiquement.

Les avantages de 1'approche de la "digitization" par la MMT avec un palpeur

spherique sont:

1) La programmation rapide et automatique pour digitalisation des surface
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complexes.

2) La possibUite pour digitalisation des surface inconnu.

3) La temps de mesurage peut 6tre reduite d'une fa§on significative.

4) La precision du module peut augmenter a 1'occasion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Reverse Engineering



1. 1 INTRODUCTION

In engineering design, where style, ergonomic and aerodynamic factors are

important, clay prototype of sculptured models are often created by hand in design

studios [1]. Rapid prototyping of such models is then needed in order to manufacture the

product in minimum time. Ideally, this entails automatic surface digitizadon, conversion

of data to computer based models and computer-numerically-controUed (CNC)

manufacture in the most appropriate form. This process is called "reverse engineering".

The surface shape in the majority of applications (from automobile body panels through

to household appliances) usually contains many separate and distinct features, including

free-form surface patches as well as planes, cylinders, etc, all blending together to create

a stylish effect. Currently, the digitization is done through measurements taken manually

and automatically using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM).

Computer vision system are also capable of measunng three-dimensional points

on a surface, and can be applied to reverse engineering. They have some beneficial

features that, when incorporated into rapid prototyping tasks, can increase the efficiency

of the process. Most vision systems employ a laser source, optics and a light sensitive

detector to measure the distance between the sensor and the surface. The most common

laser technique employs the triangular geometry formed by the locations of the laser

source, diffusely reflected laser beam, focusing lens and imaged laser spot on the light

sensitive detector. Compared to a laser-based system, CMM surface measurement has



the advantage of being more accurate. CMMs are also more commonly found in

industry.

In rapid phototyping applications, the data generated by a CMM will be

incorporated into a CAD system. Direct CNC machining of the scanned data is not

possible because the set of digitized surface points do not necessarily define a suitable

path for the cutting tool to follow. Also if the surface data generated is not smooth or

makes sudden jumps in height between regions on a surface, then the cutter path will be

erratic and unsuitable.

In this thesis an investigadon into new approaches for using CMM for the

digitization of parts is presented. Methods for modelling digitized curves and surfaces

are also described. An approach to compensate errors, due to the probe radius by an

offset surface method using kriging is given. Finally a measurement planning approach

for digidzing unknown curves and surfaces is proposed.

1.2 SURFACE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

There are several methods by which product profile data can be acquired. They

can be classified into two broad categories: Contact and non-contact methods.

1.2. 1 Contact Methods

Contact methods for generating the part profile have been in use for several years.



All these methods require a contact between the component surface and a measuring tool

which is usually a probe or stylus.

1. 2. 1. 1 Manual measurement

This was the only existing technique until about 30 years ago to convert a physical

model to a drawing. This method is still m use in several small factories across the

world. Here, the evolution of a CAD drawing comprises the following steps : 1)

Several key points across the surface of a product are identified and the x, y, z,

coordinates are manually measured from a fixed reference point; 2) These points are

entered into a CAD system; 3) The curves and surfaces that interpolate these points are

then generated. In this way, a 3-D CAD model of the product is created. Instruments

that are commonly used include callipers, measuring gages and blocks. The number of

points across the part surface ranges from less than 10 for a simple symmetric part to

over 2000 points for more complex surfaces.

The disadvantage of this method is the number of man-hours it requires, not only

for the data extraction, but also for data entry. Also, the accuracy of the method

depends on the precision and accuracy of the callipers and other measuring instruments.

Another reason for the reduced accuracy is that fewer points than required are usually

measured due to the effort involved.



1.2. 1.2 Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs)

CMMs that could inspect a 3-D part first appeared in the early 1960s. Since

then, they have advanced significantly in terms of speed and accuracy of measurement,

and the available peripheral equipments. They have now become an integral part of the

inspection system of many companies. Due to Aeir widespread use, CMMs are the most

popular tool used to implement reverse engineering techniques.

A CMM is a three-dimensional measuring device that uses a contact probe to

detect the surface of the object. The probe is generally a sensidve pressure-sensing

device that is triggered by any contact with a surface. The linear distances moved along

the three axes are recorded, thus providing the x, y, z coordinates of the point. CMMs

are classified as either vertical or horizontal according to the orientation of the last joint

with respect to the measuring table.

Coordinate measuring machines can further be classified according to their

geometry such as table cantilever, moving bridge, fixed bridge, column, moving ram

horizontal arm, moving table cantilever arm and gantry. A typical medium size, moving

bridge type machine manufactured by LK Tool Ltd. model G90c 8.7. 6 was used in this

work.

The prototype, or part, to be measured is placed on the measuring table, and the

coordinates of a number of points on the surface of the object are taken. These points



are entered into an IGES file that can then be transferred to a CAD system to generate

the drawing of the part. In this way, the shape of the object is captured in the form of

a CAD drawing that can be manipulated and modified as needed. After performing an

initial surface fitting to the collected points, the accuracy of this model is verified. If

necessary, more points, from the "out of tolerance" areas, can be collected to iteratively

perfect the model.

1.2. 1.3 Electromagnetic digitizing

The use of electromagnetic transducers to digitize 3-D objects is a recent

development [2]. The product to be digitized is placed on a model table. This table

encloses the electronic equipment and a magnetic field source which creates a magnetic

field in the volume of space above the table. A hand-held stylus is used to trace the

surface of the part. This stylus houses a magnetic field sensor which, in conjunction

with the electronics unit, detects the position and orientation of the stylus. The data is

then transmitted to a host personal computer via an RS-232C serial port. The system has

the capability to transmit either individual data points, or to send a stream of points

which are detected by continuous samplmg at the rate of 60 points per second. Therefore

complex curved surfaces can also be digidzed.

The main advantage of this system is that it costs less than a CMM while still

being sufficient to meet reverse engineering needs. However only non-metallic objects

can be measured using this technology. Also, making corrections to the model by



collecting additional data points is not easy. Therefore, iterative improvement of the

model is not facilitated.

1.2. 1.4 Sonic digitizing

A sonic digitizer uses sound waves to calculate the position of a point relative to

a reference point [3]. In this approach, the object is placed in front of a vertical

rectangular board on the comers of which are mounted four microphone sensors. A free,

hand-held stylus is used to trace the contours of the object. When a foot or hand switch

is pressed, the stylus emits an ultrasonic impulse and simultaneously four clocks are

activated. When the impulse is detected by each of the four microphones, the associated

check count is recorded. These time recordings, called slant ranges, are processed by

the host computer to calculated the X, Y and Z coordinates of the point.

Some of the advantages of this method are: it has a larger active volume than the

electromagnetic method, any substance (including ferrous materials) can be digitized.

It is reasonably insensitive to the background noise; therefore it can be used in less

controlled environments. A disadvantage is that it is difficult to get a set of points on

a condnuous basis; therefore contour tracking is more difficult.

1.2. 2 Non-contact method

Non-contact methods use light as the main tool in extracting the required

information. The main techniques which are presently available include the use of
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structured lighting. These techniques are still in an evolutionary stage. The non-contact

reverse engineering technologies for creating a CAD model of an existing part can be

classified into two broad classes: acdve and passive. Acdve methods require the use of

a technique that can be further divided into two main categories: structured lighting and

spot ranging. These technologies are described below.

1.2. 2. 1 Stmctured lighting

This method can be further classified based on the pattern of light that is used to

illuminate the part. The various light patterns that are used include a single light beam,

a single stripe of light, muldple stripes of light, or patterned lighting such as grid-coded

illumination and moire topography.

The general methodology here, is to reflect a smgle laser beam off the part and

detect the position of the deffused beam using a sensor, such as a camera. The part's

image on the camera reveals the 2-D coordinate of the surface point. Since this point is

located at the intersection of the line of the light source and the line of the camera axis,

triangulation procedures are used to calculate the depth of the point [4]. In this way, the

entire part surface can be digitized by sweeping the light source over the surface. This

is sometimes achieved by using a computer controlled rotating mirror system [5]

The speed of data acquisition can be increased by collecting information about an

array of points on the surface. This is done by spreading the laser beam, using a



cylindncal lens, into a vertical light stripe. Triangulation can then be used to find the

depth information for several points on the stripes.

One of the earliest systems using this method consisted of a slit projector that was

mounted on a rotary table, a TV camera and a computer [6]. The boeing Company

developed a system to manufacture dies for the space shuttle. The sides and bottom of

the tile cavity were scanned to retrieve the geometry information, which was used by an

NC post processor to generate the NC part program [7]. A recent system also

incorporates a CAD interface to generate the CAD drawing of the part automatically [4].

To further speed up the data collecdon process, multiple stripes of light can be

reflected off the surface of the part. This is one of the methods that is being studied for

the real-dme data acquisition for robot vision. One of the problem with this method is

the difficulty in determinting the correspondence between the incident light sdpes and

their reflected images. The high processing requirements may thus offset the advantage

of increased speed.

Another approach to structured lighting is to illuminate the workpiece surface with

different light patterns. The grid coded illumination and moire topography techniques

belong to this category.

In grid coded illumination, different masks are used to create various patterns of
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light. The part is successively illuminated with the different light patterns, and surface

information is retrieved from the resulting images. The advantage of this method is that

the entire surface is not scanned, as in previous methods, thus reducing the processing

time. The accuracy of this method depends on the width of the light bands that comprise

the patterns, the thinner the bands, the greater the accuracy.

Moire topography involves the illumination of the surface with patterns of light

that are obtained by passing the light through an optical grating. When the surface is

viewed through an identical grating, the resulting fringe patterns are analyzed to retneve

the contour infonnation. Analysis can be done by comparing the fringe pattern with that

for a plane surface, and finding the deviations using a digitizing method. The grating

period can be adjusted to increase the sensitivity of this method.

1.2.2.2 Spot ranging

There are two broad classes of spot ranging methods, based on the source used.

These are optical based methods and ultrasonic methods. Both methods involve the

projection of a beam onto the object surface, and inspection of the reflected beam using

a sensor that is placed coaxial to the source. The location of the source gives the x, y

coordinates of the surface point, while analysis of the reflected beam gives the range of

the point.

In optical methods, the reflected beam can be analyzed in two different ways.
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The first method is used to calculate the phase difference between the incident and

reflected light, thus revealing the range of the surface being recorded. Accuracies are

generally higher for the phase difference technique due to limitation on the sensidvity of

the timing devices. The entire surface of the part is raster scanned to generate the

complete 3D image. An advantage of this method is that the coaxiality of the source and

receiver eliminates the problem of missing points. However, almost all optical system

are relatively expensive.

Ultrasound methods involve the generadon of ultrasound pulses that are reflected

off the surface of the part, and detected by a sensor. The time of flight is used to find

the range of the surface point. The accuracies of these system are typically less than

those for the optical systems since it is difficult to generate narrow beams of sound.

The passive non-contact techniques comprise three different methods: range from

texture, range from focus and stereo scanning.

Range from texture: The principle of this technique is the known fact that the further one

goes away from an object, the smoother its surface texture appears to be. Therefore, if

the texture of an object is known, its distance from the viewpoint can be estimated by

inspecting the perceived texture. However, limitation in accuracy have precluded its use

thus far in reverse engineering.
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Range from focus: This technique uses the fact that when an object is viewed though a

lens, the distance of the resuldng image from the lens is dependent on the focal length

of the lens and the distance of the object from the lens. This can be used to find the

range of the points on the surface of a part. However, these system have not been used

for reverse engineering due to their limited accuracy.

Stereo scanning: Here, two images of the object are captured by viewing from two

different viewpoints. Then, the corresponding surface points on the two images are

identified. A triangulation procedure is then used to find the range of the point. The

difficulty of this method lies in the identification of the matching image pixels that

correspond to the same point on the object. Most available algorithms are

computationally intensive and dme-consuming [7].

1.3 SURFACE DESCRIPTION

The design of free-form objects with CAD often involves the use of physical

models at some stage of the design process. The inidal aesthetic design of products

having sculptured surfaces (e. g., consumer electronics, household equipments, car and

aircraft bodies, etc. ) is still often done by industrial designers who formalize their ideas

by producing a wooden or clay model. The geometry of the hand-made model must

often be introduced in a CAD system for further design or manufacturing. Physical

models are also often used even if a CAD design already exists. Typical examples can

be found in the aeronautical and automotive industry, where physical models are also
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produced at the later design stages for wind-tunnel tests. Such tests generally result in

manual modifications and opdmization of the physical model. The original CAD model

must then be modified based on the new shape of the modified physical object. In the

mould and die making industry hand-made models are often the only available source of

infonnation on the product. They are also often the preferred source of informadon on

the product and are used as means of communicadng between contractors. In such cases,

people often need to introduce the geometry of the hand-made models into CAD.

Similar problems may also occur at the product inspection stage. After a product

has been produced, its free-form shape has to be measured and reentered into a CAD

system for comparison with the toleranced geometry.

Free-form shape reconstruction in a CAD system is mostly based on digidzed data

obtained with a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The most popular CAD/CAM

systems generate a free-form surface through a grid of digitized points. This can

sometimes cause problems if the grid points are not property selected, if there are not

enough or too many digitized points or if random errors are included in the digitized

data. Random errors generally result from the limited accuracy of the coordinate

measuring machine and introduce instabilities in the interpolated surface. When this is

the case the interpolated surface will often deviate far from the true surface in between

the digitized points. Specialized free-form digitizing software are mostly based on Bezier

interpoladon algorithms. Since Bezier algorithms are suited to model only small surface
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patches, the surface must often be divided into many segments and discontinuity

problems may occur across the borders of adjacent patches. Non-uniform rational B-

spUnes (NURBS) surface are used to represent the identified free-form shape. With

NURBS surfaces it is possible to handle, large surface patches, to deal with

discontinuities and to have better local control and smoothness control [8]. In this thesis

an alternative algorithm for CAD modelling using digitized data taken with coordinate

measuring machines is presented. A Kriged surface is used to define the digitized

surface with a set of digitized points. The method used to reconstruct the curve and

surface using this method will be explain latter. The key reason for using this algorithm

was that the Kriging library of functions, developed in Ecole Polytechnique de Montr&l,

was readily available and its applicability in this context was not known. But appeared

promising[9, 10].

1.4 CNC MACfflNWG OF THE RECONSTRUCTED SURFACE

For machining surface patches, a milling cutter suitably positioned relative to the

surface vertices is directed from vertex-to-vertex across the surface mesh with linearly

interpolated motion. The steps to achieve this are oudined below and are also given in

Vickers, Ly and Getter [11].

1. The selection of a surface resolution suitable for complete surface machining. The

determination of the number of surface vertices at which machining occurs is a

compromise between the surface roughness and the machining time. Surface roughness
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is measured by the size of the cusps left on the surface by the cutting tool.

2. Calculation of the surface vector normal at each surface vertex in order to correctly

position fhe cutting tool reladve to the surface form.

3. Calculation of the cutter location by determination of the tool offset, in the direction

of the surface vector normal, by an amount dependent on the selected cutter's radii and

shape.

4. Generation of a part program in CNC machine code (G-code) that contains additional

machining information, such as feedrate and spindle speed.

Techniques for generating the surface vector normal and cutter offset location are

developed [11, 12]. Specifically, vector normal calculation for free-form surface patches

modelled using kriging interpoladon are outlined in chapter 2. Before proceeding with

the discussion, it is necessary, however, to first differentiate between the two principal

modes of tool movement possible in a CNC machining centre. A linear interpolation

command moves the cutter from the current location to a specified location at a given

feedrate along a straight line. The CNC machine linear interpolation command format

IS:

G01 X <x new > Y < y new> Z <z new> F <federate>

A circular interpolation command moves the cutter from the current locadon to a

specified location at a given feedrate along a circular arc; the fonnat of the command is:

G02

} X <x new > Y < y new> R < radius ofarc> F <federate>

G03
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A G02 command results in clockwise motion and a G03 in counter-clockwise motion.

Circular interpolation movements are specified in one plane (G17, G18, G19) prior to

the command being executed.

1.4. 1 Tool-path Generation for Free form Surface

In curved surface machining, the cutting tool moves between individual surface

vertices in a linear point-to-point manner. Assuming the surface is well defmed at a

suitable resolution, the surface normal vector n must be calculated for each surface

vertex. The vector normal is found directly from the surface modelling function [12].

" (XQ, Yo) = V5(^, yo) (1)

Here, S(xo, yo) is given by

^o > ^ = EC, [(^- x,)2+Cyo- y, )2+ A2]' (2)

Once the normal vectors are calculated, the reference location on any cutting tool must

be offset an appropriate distance in order that the tool cutting point touches the surface

at the correct location. The method used for calculating the offset depends on the tool

type (ball-mill, end-mill, or generalized shaped end-mill).

The fmal step is to form the CNC machine code file that is downloaded to a CNC

machine centre in order to control the machining process. The G-code file is a standard

command set that governs the motion of the cutter from point-to-point in short, straight
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line, linearly inteqwlated motions. Additional infonnation imparted to the G-code file

before downloading is:

- The start location ( X Start, Y Start, Z Start) at which the cutter is positioned at the

beginning of the program.

- The feedrate (units/minute) at which the cutter travels when moving between machining

vertices.

- The spindle speed of the cutting tool in revolution per minute.

- The measurement system in inches or millimetres.

- The safety height at which the cutter will travel to get to new machining locations.

The G-code file is then downloaded over a RS 232 serial link to the CNC

controller.

1.5 THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

In recent years CMMs have become more and more popular because of their

precision and numerical control. They have been used first for quality control

applications and today their role in reverse engineering applications is recognized. We

used the CMM to digidze complex shape objects.

The steps for digitizing the object are as follows :

1- Open a data file for the new object on the system.

2- Place the object to be digitized on the table of the machine and define its reference
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frame.

3- Select the radius of the probe, unit of measurement, velocity, feed and speed of the

machine.

4- Select the location of the points if it is the first part.

5- Digitize the object using either a manual or automatic method.

6- Reduce the number of digitized points if necessary.

8- Generate the final CAD model.

The digitizing procedure is the first of three steps (digitizing, modelling and

machining) in reverse engineering. This thesis addresses the digitizing and modelling of

an object for the generadon of NC code.

During the digitization of the object by CMM, the machine initially records the

coordinate of the centre of ruby when it touches the object. So, an error is produced that

must be compensated. The proposed solution uses the probe centre points to generate

an initial estimate of the surface. This probe centre surface is then used to calculate the

local surface normals for the compensadon of the measured points.

The other problem is the optimisation of the selection of the number and location

of the measured points to provide an accurate and efficient digitization procedure. The

proposed solution uses an initial set of manually selected measured points to control in

an automatic fashion, the taking of subsequent measurements. A criteria is used to assess
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the local complexity of the surface in order to decide on the number of points to be

added. The procedure automatically stops when the desired accuracy has been reached.
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Chapter 2

Paper 1

"Touch Probe Radius Compensation For

Coordinate Measurement Using Kriging

Interpolation"

Paper written by R. Mayer, Y. A. Mir, F. Trochu , A. Vafaeesefat, M.

Balazinski and submitted to the Proceeding of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineering, Journal of Engineering Manufacture.
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Abstract

Obtaining CAD descriptions of actual parts having complex surfaces, is a key part

of the process of reverse engineering. This paper is concerned with the estimation of

actual surfaces using coordinate measuring machines fitted with a spherically-tipped touch

probes. In particular it addresses in detail the problem of probe radius compensadon.

A general mathematical model, using kriging, is proposed which first generates the initial

probe centre surface and then estimates the compensated or part surface. The

compensation is achieved using normal vectors to the inidal probe centre surface at each

measured point to compensate for the probe radius. The method is validated

experimentally on known and free-form surfaces.

Keywords: Coordinate measuring machine, probe compensadon, surface digitization,

compensated surface, reverse engineering.
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2. 1 D^TRODUCTEON

The determination of an estimate surface from a physical engineering part with

complex surfaces is required in many manufacturing sectors, such as turbine blade

manufacture, car model development and surface milling (1). The estimated surface can

then be used to generate a large number of surface points and normals for the

programming of NC tool paths. The estimated surface is also used in reverse

engineering applications. Currently, mechanical coordinate measuring machines (CMMs)

are widely used in these areas as the preferred method of digitizing the part geometry.

The CMM uses a sensor to interface with the part to be measured. Currently the

most common sensors are either the touch trigger probe or opdcal sensors such as a laser

sensor or a laser point depth probe. Bradley et al. (2) have used a laser scanner for

acquiring large quantities of surface points in a relatively short time. This insure that the

information about the surface shape is complete. It also allows the use of fitdng

algorithms to average out the uncertainties in the measurements which in this case are

of the order of ±0. 1 mm. In any case, data reduction is usually required, if only to

provide a more manageable computer model. Also access to the part may be limited by

the physical size and optical constraints of the sensor. Finally scanners add considerably

to the total system cost. However the main limitadon with touch probes is the time

required for digitizing. This is partially offset by the fact that fewer points are needed

since a high precision is obtained and no fitting through a large number of points needs

to be done.
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One of the requirements to ensure the generation of an accurate compensated

surface from digitization is the determination of the coordinates of the point where the

probe contacts the object to be measured. Two methods for determining the probe

contact point have been developed. The first method is based on a new touch probe

which can directly detect the contact point. Aoyama and Kawa (3) developed such a

touch probe based on a spherical potendometer. This hardware method requires complex

and accurate mechanisms and it remains very difficult to manufacture small probes with

fine discriminadon at a reasonable cost.

The second method finds the normal direction at the measurement point so that

the probe can approach this point along this direction. In this method, CAD data are

used to generate the CMM measurement paths (4) (5) (6) (7). However in many

prototype development applications, the CAD data may not be available and it is

necessary to perfonn the digitization of mathematically unknown free-form curves or

surfaces.

This paper deals with the surface digidzation using CMMs and the compensation

of a spherical touch probe radius to generate the compensated surface from the probe

centre positions.

A CMM provides the Cartesian position of the centre of its spherical dp touch

probe to accuracies of a few microns. The CMM probe is brought in contact with the

part and upon contact the coordinates of the centre of the probe are recorded. When
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contacts at various positions are completed, the 3-D size and form of the object must be

evaluated. Since inidally the probe centre is considered as the touched point an error is

created that must be compensated. As illustrated in Figure 2. 1, since the probe and part

surfaces are tangential at the contact point, the probe centre point Pp^, is offset by one

radius R from the touched point on the actual surface of the part Pa. ; in the direction of

the nonnal vector N,^ to the object surface. Thus at the touched points, it is necessary

to generate a good estimate of the nonnal vectors N^;. Kriging interpoladon is used to

represent the complex surface and to generate the nonnal vectors at the measured points.

Section 2 of this paper describes how a complex surface can be represented using

kriging interpolation. The method for compensating the probe radius is proposed in

section 3. Finally in section 4, experimental results are presented and discussed,

followed by a conclusion.

2.2 SURFACE DESCRIPTION

In this section, we consider modelling the surface by interpolating a suitable

mathematical model directly to the measured data. Among the great number of surface

description techniques available, note that Coons and Ferguson surfaces (8) are built up

from an array offour-sided surface patches. The Coons surface patch is defined by four

boundary curves, whereas the Ferguson surface patch is defined by a position vector, two

tangent vectors, and a twist vector at each of the four patch comers. Bezier surface and

B-spline surfaces (8) are defined by an array of position vectors or a characteristic
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polyhedron. Surface kriging is a new method to represent sculptured surfaces. It was

first proposed by Gilbert et al (9). It is presented in a more general framework by

Trochu et al (14), who applied the method to model various types of surfaces. It

presents two main advantages: (1) its accuracy, because the surface is represented by a

continuous and differentiable parametric expression; (2) its generality, because piecewise

linear surfaces, "B-spline" and Bezier surfaces are particular cases of kriging and least

square methods can be derived as a limit case (see (13)). Another useful characteristic

of kriging as is the case of any continually differentiable mathematical model, concerns

the detenninadon of the normal vectors at any point of the surface, which can be

computed exactly from the kriged mathematical equation of the surface. A formal

description of parametric surface kriging now follows.

Kriging is a statistical technique proposed in 1951 by Krige (10) for natural

resource evaluations. Later, Matheron (11) estabUshed the mathematical foundation of

the method. As presented in the mathematical framework of geostatistics, kriging is

simply the best linear unbiased estimator of a random function. The equivalent dual

kriging formulation was later proposed by Matheron (12). A complete derivation of the

basic kriging equations and the connection with dual kriging can be found in Trochu

(13).

If a deformable curve P = P(s) moves in a three dimensional space (see Figure

2. 2), the successive positions of the curve generate a surface, each point of which being
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identified by its parameters on the moving curve at a given time t. Thus a parametric

equation of the form P = P(s, t)(see Figure 2. 3) describes a three-dimensional surface,

with component functions x = x(s, t), y = y(s, t), z = z(s, t). A parametric surface is

defined by two kriging profiles along the s and t directions. A kriging profile consists

of two parts, a drift and a generalized covariance, which govern the shape of the

parametric surface. The dnft represents the average shape of the surface, whereas the

generalized covariance generates a set of fluctuating terms which enable the data points

to be interpolated. Each profile generates a set of curves that move in space.

2. 2. 1 Parametric curve

The mathematical expression for the x-, y- and z- coordinates of a point P of the

surface are functions x(s, t), y(s, t) and z(s, t). A general position vector P(s, t) on a patch

is denoted by

P(s,t) = [ x(s,t) y(s,t) z(s, t) ]T . (1)

In the three-dimensional space of Cartesian coordinates x, y and z, the parametnc

equation of a curve is defined by three functions P ft) = {x ft), y ft) z ft)}. Dual kriging

permits to construct automadcally the equations of smooth parametric curves from a

discrete number of measured points P, ^c; , y, , z^». For example, in the case of a linear

drift and cubic covariance, the parametric equation of a kriged curve interpolating N data

points can be written as follows:

N

PW = flo+^+E^-1^13. (2)
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where Og, Oj, a^ are Ae vectors and the parameters t,, 1 ^j <N, denote an

approximation of the curve length calculated from ty = Oby

ti. i = ^+t(^i-^. )2+(y,. i-y, )2+(z.. rz, )2]2, 1^-^-1 (3)

The first two terms of formula (2) represent the average shape of the curve in the form

of a linear drift; the cubic functions in the summation are correcdons to the average

shape and are given by a cubic shape function K(h)=h3, with h= \t-tj\. In knging, the

average shape may be represented by any kind of polynomial or trigonometric funcdon.

The fluctuations of the second set of terms are usually derived from a shape function

K(h) called generalized covariance. The most widely used generalized covanances in

kriging are the cubic, K(h) = h3, logarithmic, Kfh) = h2 ln(h), and linear, K(hj = h.

It can be shown that, together with a linear drift, these generalized covariances generate

a kriging system that is equivalent respectively to ID, 2D and 3D spline interpolation

(see Matheron (11)).

The coefficients OQ , a^ and bj are obtained by requiring first that the interpolation

model (2) fits the data points

P^)=P, (x^, 7.,), l^i^N (4)

Since there are N+2 unknowns, two additional equations must be added to the above N

equations. They are obtained by adding the no-bias conditions for a linear drift (see ref.

(13) (14)):
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E^=o, E^»y=o.
M ' 7=i

(5)

The above expressions are called no-bias conditions because, in the theory of kriging,

this implies that the average behaviour of the phenomenon follows a linear pattern (see

ref. (11) (13)).

Equations (4) and (5) are sufficient to determine the coefficients OQ , a^ and bj of

the parametric model. They can be summarised by a linear system of simultaneous

equations written in matrix notation as follows:

1 t, b,

\^\ 1 ti b' Pi

1 ^ ' ^
(6)

1 I 0 0 On

.AT 0 0

N

0

0

2. 2. 2 Parametric surface

A three-dimensional surface is described by a parametric equation of the form P

= P(s, t), with component functions x = x(s, t), y = y(s, t), z = z(s, t). A parametric

surface is defined by two kriging profiles A and B along the s and t direcdons

respectively. The parametric equations of a curve in the ̂  direcdon (with parameter t

constant) for a kriging profile with a linear drift and a generalized covariance K^(h) can

be written as follows :
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P,(s) =a^a, s ^Y, b, K^\s-s, \). (7)
;=1

We assume that J sections exist along the t direction, each of which being defined by I

data pouits Py(Xg , yy , Zg), l <i ^ I. The parametric equadons of the J sections are

given by expression (7) for the coefficients a^, a; and bi which are solution of the

following linear system:

^(l^-^l)

I 1 s,

1 s, ^

I s, ' b,

0 0

0 0

11 ' V "" ' U

il . ' y '" ' U

pn - ps ... ^
(8)

0 0 . 0

0 0 .. 0

The notation employed on the right side of equation (8) includes the data points of the

J secdons considered along the t direction. In fact, the coefficients Og, a^, b, are matrix

coefficients, a different set of coefficients being obtained for each section.

Equadon (8) can be written in compact form as follows:

[K^. [b]=lP},

where [b] = (b^.. . b,. .. bj ao ^ }T. Solving for [bj gives

W=[K^-1-[P]

(9)

(10)

and substituting in (7) yields in a compact notation all the equations of the J sections
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along the t direction

lP^s)]T=l K,(\s-s, \)... ls][K^-1
... o...

(11)

The parametric equation of a curve in the t direction (with parameter s constant)

for a profile B with a linear drift can be written in a similar fashion as follows:

with

P,(t) =A, ^A, t^B, K,(\t-t, \)
t=l

(12)

Wt,-t, \)

1

1 t, B,

1 r/ ^

I t, ' B,

^ I
0 0 Ay

0 0 A,

11 "" *iJ ". .r/7

v '" '.? "" '//

U '" * i/ " ' u (13)

0 0 0

0 .. 0 0

Finally, the equations of the I sections along the s direction are
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pj
v

lP, (t)]r=l-Wt-t, \).. lt][K^ -I (14)
... o...

... o...

Equations (11) and (14) can be summarised by a general equadon, which incorporates

in a single fonnula the knging equadons of the 7 and 7 sections for the s and t parameters

respectively:

p.

P(s, t) = [-K,(\s-s, \)-l s ] [K^ -1

0 ... 0

0 ... 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

Wt-t, \)

w (15)

The above equation yields the parametnc representation of a complex surface. The drift

and covariance for each kriging profile may be changed: this will affect the shape of the

kriged surface. For example when K(h) = /?, a piecewise linear surface is obtained. It

can be demonstrated also that kriging with K(h) = h3 and a. linear drift is equivalent to

bicubic spline interpolation (11). As described in (14), this method is well suited to
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represent simple as well as complex surfaces.

2. 2. 3 Surface normal vector

The partial derivatives of Eq. (15) with respect to s and t define two slope vectors

on the patch surface. The slope vector of the surface at point P(s, t) in the s direcdon

IS

9P(s,t) _ , 9x(s, t) 8y(s^) 9z(s^) , 7.
9s '9s Os d? J '

(16)

Similarly, the slope vector of the surface at point P(s, t) in the / direction is

9P(sq) _ , _^G?, 0 9x(s, t) 9z(s, t) ,T
9t ^ Qt 9t 9t

(17)

The unit normal vector to the patch surface (see Figure 2. 4) at point P(s, t) is a function

of the cross-product of these slope vectors (see ref. (8)):

N(s, t)=

9P(s,t) ^ B(s^
9s 9t

9P(s^) ^ 9P(s, t)
8s 9t

(18)

2.3 COMPENSATION PROCEDURE

When measuring objects using a spherically-tipped touch probe on a CMM, the
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data obtained are the coordinates of the probe centre when contact occurs. It is then

necessary to compensate for the probe radius. This process involves estimadng the part

surface nonnal vector N^ (see Figure 2. 1), then compensating the measured points and

fmally generating Ae compensated surface. N^ fulfils the tangential condition of touch

for the compensated surface. However since initially we only have the probe tip centre

points. The proposed method consists of esdmating the part surface normal by the probe

centre surface normal (see Figure 2. 5). The two normals are in general not equivalent

and so a test is proposed later to evaluate the validity of this approximation.

2. 3. 1 Measurement and generation of the probe centre surface

The measurement data consists of 7 profiles (in the t direction) of/points (along

the s direction) forming a IxJ mesh. The distribudon of the points on the profiles need

not be regular and so their density can be increased in the most complex regions. When

the probe arrives at the end of each path, a new profile can be defined (see Figure 2. 6).

The surface is then generated by knging interpolation using specified drift and covariance

values (see Figure 2. 3). This surface named S is the trajectory surface of the probe

centres (using formula (15)). The data have uncertainties and so it could be argued that

the generated surface could be allowed to deviate from the points. Kriging allow such

fitting technique through the "nugget effect" (13). However since our aim is to use

CMMs which have high precision and to use only a minimum number of data points, we

have not perfonned any fitting in our work.
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2. 3.2 The compensated surface

If Pp,, is the i-th measured point (probe centre) on the probe centre surface S ,

then the normal vector at Pp,., N^, is calculated using formula (18). So, as shown in

Figure 2. 5, if R is the radius of the probe, then the offset point on the compensated

surface Pc, ; is simply estimated by

Pc, = ^, + -R ̂ ,, . (19)

The compensated surface 5e can now be generated by formula (15) using the ?<;. ; points.

The program we have developed to compensate for the probe radius reads the probe

centre positions from a raw measurement data file. This file consists of a series of

profiles along the surface parameter s or t, each profile containing a equal number of

probe centre posidons. The offset points are then calculated, saved and finally used to

generate the compensated surface (see Figure 2. 6).

2. 4 EXPEMMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the proposed method, the following tests were earned out:

1) Measur m n f known ref r nee rf ces. - A nominally flat and a nominally

spherical part were tested in order to examine the accuracy of surfaces generated by

kriging and the correctness of the compensating algorithms. However these tests do not

validate fully the approach since for these surfaces a normal to the probe centre surface

is also normal to the part surface.
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2) Meas r ment of a free-form rfa . - A turbine blade surface was measured with

various probe radii in order to estimate the closeness of the compensated surface to the

part surface and whether it fulfils the tangential condition of touch.

2. 4. 1 Test with reference artefacts

Tests were conducted using a moving bridge CMM having a measunng volume

of800 x 700 x 600 mm. Its repeatability 3 
ijw inx, y and zand its volumetnc

accuracy is 0.01 ^ in accordance with the ANSI B 89. 1. 12M standard. In order to

assess the ability of the proposed method to generate a faithful description of non free-

form but known part surfaces, measurements were made on a nominally flat surface of

200 mm x 300 mm and on a sphere of 20 mm diameter of high accuracy. Together with

the necessary measurements for the generation of the surfaces, ten randomly distributed

points were also probed. The random points were used to verify the validity of the probe

centre surfaces. The distances between the random points and the probe centre surface

were calculated as well as the distances between the compensated and theoretical surfaces

at the grid points. The flat and hemisphere parts were measured using 7 rows of points

and 5 points along each row, resulting in a7 x 5 gnd of points. The parametric surface

was interpolated to the scanned data by using the kriging algorithm presented in secdon

3. The root mean square (RMS) error between a set of points and a surface was

calculated as follows:
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^-[1E^2]I» (20)

where d, is the shortest distance from a point to the surface. The RMS error calculated

between the random points and the probe centre surface was ^ = 0.0006 mm for the

flat part and 0. 0007 mm for the spherical part, thus supporting the kriging algorithms.

For the compensated surface we used the difference between the compensated gnd

points and the theoredcal surfaces. In this case, for the flat part, d was 0. 0007 mm and

for the spherical part, d was 0.0013 mm. The results are within the repeatability of the

CMM. Figure 2. 7 and 2. 8 show the surfaces for the flat and the hemisphere. There are

no observable instability in the interpolated surfaces.

2. 4. 2 Test with a free-form surface

The proposed method uses the normal vector to the probe centre surface N^, in

order to generate a point Pc, ; on the compensated surface. However, in reality during

the measurement procedure the tangential condition of touch requires that the probe

centre Pp,, is located along the normal N^ to the part surface at the contact point. The

following test aims at verifying to what extent the probe centre points and the generated

compensated surface fulfil this condition.
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As illustrated in Figure 2. 9 the generated compensated surface fulfils the

tangential condition at probing if point p . *, as given by Eq. (21), coincides with the

probe centre point Pp;:

p»; = p.. + ^ . ^,,
w c4 c^ (21)

where N^ is the compensated surface normal at P^ . The experimental verificadon

of this test was performed on a turbine blade shown in Figure 2. 10. The blade was

measured with three different probe radii (r=0. 5 mm, r=l mm, r=2 mm) using 19 rows

of points with 10 points along each row. The points were measured at variable

incremental distances depending on the apparent local changes of the surface shape. A

parametric surface was interpolated to the probe centre data using kriging interpolation,

then the normal vectors N^, at each posidon of the probe centre was calculated and the

Pc, ; points were calculated. Three compensated surfaces, one for each probe diameter,

were generated using the method described in secdon 3 (see Figure 2. 11). After

calculadon of the normal vector at each posidon of the compensated surface P^, the Ppj*

are then calculated and then the shortest distance between Pp ,* and probe centre surface

are computed using the following equadon :

»2 1
e - [s^ ]?.

n

(22)

Where D, is the shortest distance between Pp, " and P ,. The results of this validation are

shown in Table 2. 1. It shows that for the present test conditions the compensated surface
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fulfils very closely, the tangential condition of touch. However, as the probe radius

increases, so does e. This illustrates the importance of selecting a small probe radius

provided that the surface finish does not affect the measurement. The error sdll remains

much below the CMM repeatability errors. This test is essential to evaluate whether the

use of probe centre nonnals for compensation purpose is justified given the free-form

surface and the probe radius used.

2.5 CONCLUSION

A new method has been proposed, simulated and tested for the digitization of

complex surfaces using data acquired with CMM equipped with a spherically-dpped

touch trigger probe. Kriging interpolation was used to construct the mathematical

equation of the complex surface through the probe centre points initially acquired during

the measuring process. The compensation of probe radius can be achieved by

determining the normal vectors to this surface at each measured position. Because, in

fact, the compensation procedure should be carried out with the normals to the actual

surface and not to the probe centre surface, tests have been conducted to verify that the

tangendal condition of touch was sufficiently fulfilled.

Other experimental validations using flat and spherical surfaces with various probe

radii were also conclusive in supporting the high accuracy of this approach. A turbine

blade was measured and results showed that the method is accurate to well within the

repeatability of the CMM. Therefore this method should greatly assist in the digidzation
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of free form surfaces for reverse engineering purposes.

Further work is required to assess the minimum number and opdmal distribution

of measured points to reproduce the actual surface faithfuUy. Also the proposed method

could form the basis of an iteradve procedure which adjusts the compensated grid points

using residuals provided by the test on the tangendal condition of touch. The result

would be an unbiased estimate of the workpiece surface. The inidal guess for the part

surface could be generated as proposed.
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Table 2. 1 RMS value of the distance between the measured and predicted probe centre

points calculated from the compensated surface.

Probe radius(mm)

r=0.5

r=1.0

r=2.0

e(mm)

0.000044

0. 000164

0.000756

^

fp.i

Na.,-

Pa.i

R

Probe

probe centre surface

^ //

part surface

Figure 2. 1 The tangential condition between the touch probe and the part.
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Figure 2. 2 2D curves used to generate a 3D surface.

Figure 2. 3 Sculptured surface generated using kriging.
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Figure 2.4 Probe centre surface with its normal vectors.

PP.'

R

Np. l i

fc,i

probe centre surface

compensated surface

Figure 2. 5 The compensation of the probe centre points using the probe centre surface

normals.
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Original surface

A

Offset surface

Figure 2.6 Original and offset surface.

Figure 2. 7 Compensated surface geenrated for a flat part.



Figure 2. 8 Compensated surface generated for a hemisphere.
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probe centre surface pli
pp.;

compensated surface

^. ' N..,

Pc,/

Figure 2. 9 The relationship between the measured probe centre (P ,), the compensated

point (P^ and predicted probe centre pomt(Ppi') based on the tangential condition of the

touch.
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Figure 2. 10 Turbine blade used for evaluating the method.

Figure 2. 11 Compensated surface generated for a turbine blade.
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Chapter 3

Paper 2

"Adaptive Measurement Strategy of

Unknown Sculptured Surfaces on a

Coordinate Measuring Machine"

paper written by Y. A. Mir, J. R. R. Mayer and M. Balazinski and submitted

to the Journal of Design and Manufacturing.
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Abstract

A new method for the programming of coordinate measuring machine to measure

unknown sculptured parts and surfaces is described in this paper. Several points on an

actual surface are initially measured under manual control with the CMM. An initial

surface is then generated using these initial points with a kriging modeller. The

reliability of this initial surface is gradually improved by progressively adding

measurement points. The new target points used to drive the CMM are selected on the

basis of the local complexity of the current estimate of the part surface to produce an

accurate and rapid result. Experimental results indicate that the developed method is able

to create a useful program providing a model accurate within a given tolerance in a

minimum time.

Keywords: Coordinate measuring machine, machine programming, measurement, reverse

engmeenng
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3.1 D4TRODUCTION

In recent years, 3D coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) have become the

primary equipment for the quality control and digitization of sculptured surfaces.

Sculptured surfaces can be seen in many modem mechanical parts such as turbine blades,

advanced aerodynamic shapes used in today's car bodies, in the aircraft industry etc. As

the workpiece has become more complex, their digitizadon with a CMM has become

more difficult and time consummg. Since inspecdon time, cost and measurement

precision depend on good inspecdon planning and CMM performance, an adapdve

measuring strategy has been developed to ensure an accurate and rapid digitization of

unknown sculptured surfaces.

To ensure an accurate digitization, several condidons must be fulfilled: (1) Probe

compensation must be done along the normal of the surface at the point of contact

between the probe tip and the surface; (2) The probe radius must be adapted to the

surface condition; (3) an appropriate sampling interval must be estimated, especially in

the case of a complex surface.

When measuring an object with a CMM, the coordinates of the probe centre P

are initially measured by the CMM controller (see Figure 3. 1). To calculate the exact

coordinate of the contact point M/ between the probe and the object, the normal vector

N/ of the surface at the contact point has to be known. If N/ is not known and is
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replaced by the probe approach vector N, a measurement error will result from the

angular error A a. A number of methods have already been proposed to address this

problem. The first method uses a new touch probe which can directly detect the contact

point between the surface and the probe. Aoyama and Kawa (1989), developed such a

touch probe based on a spherical potentiometer. This hardware method requires complex

and accurate mechanisms and it remains very difficult to make small probes with fme

discrimination at a reasonable cost. The second method uses the nominal CAD model

of the part and finds the nonnal direction at the ooint to be measured, so that the

approach direction is along the surface nonnal (Kawab, 1980; Lau et al, 1985; Evershim,

1986; Yau et al 1991). The limitation of this method is that the part geometry

information is required. Another drawback is the necessity to approach the surface along

its normal which requires a minimum clearance distance. Also this precludes the use of

scanning routine, which are much faster and which do not use a nonnal approach. The

third method is used when no CAD model is available. First the generadon of a

compensated surface from measured probe centre point is required. Here the normal

vector at each measured point is calculated from a surface model based at the measured

probe centre coordinates. Then each point is displaced by one probe radius r, in the

direcdon of the normal. The surface generated from the compensated points will be the

measured surface (Mayer et al, 1995). This method is used to measure complex free

fonn surfaces and it increases the potential use of CMMs in reverse engineering

applications.

A very time-consuming task in programming a CMM is defining the probing
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points and trajectory points for unknown feature measurement. In this paper a new

approach that can create rapidly and automadcally a programme for digidzing an

unknown sculptured surface is proposed. A precise mathematical model is used to

represent a sculptured surface and an adaptive measurement scheme is used to obtain a

set of precise target points to finalize the digitizing procedure. Since an actual part is

used, the approach is applicable to reverse engineering, for the construction of a model

from an existing specimen.

This paper is divided into five sections. Section 1 contains the problem

descripdon and some introductory remarks. Secdon 2 describes a mathematical model

for the representation of complex surfaces. The adapdve measurement strategy is

presented in secdon 3. Section 4 presents an experimental validation, followed by

concluding remarks.

3.2 SURFACE GENERATION

Generally, free form sculptured surfaces cannot be represented in simple analytic

forms. Therefore, they are defined in a piecewise fashion; i.e. a surface is composed

of a number of segments (patches) which are jointed together with some specified

continuity conditions. Ferguson (1964) first introduced the use of parametric cubic

equadons and blending functions for aircraft design, and Coons (1967) established the

solid modelling by introducing nonlinear polynomials and bicubic surface interpolating

techniques to represent surface patches. However, their method requires a great deal of

mathematical information and calculation to define surfaces, and it has certain
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disadvantages when the shape of the surface needs to be changed or controlled. Bezier

(1972) developed the UNISURF system to design the sculpture surfaces of automobile

bodies based on the Berstein polynomials. This system allows easy shape control of

surfaces in a predictable way by changing a few simple parameters, called the control

points. However, local changes in a Bezier surface tend to strongly propagate throughout

the entire surface. Riesenfield (1973) further advanced the local control property of

surfaces by using B-splines.

In this study, a method called Kriging is used for the construction of a surface of

which the Bezier and the B-splines methods are subsets. Surface kriging is a new method

for the representation of sculptured surfaces (Faux and Pratt, 1980 ; Krige, 1951 ;

Matheron, 1973; Matheron 1980). It was first proposed by Gilbert et al (1990). It is

presented in a more general framework by Trochu et al (1992), who applied the method

to model vanous types of surfaces. It has two main advantages: (1) Its accuracy,

because the surface is represented by a continuous and differentiable parametnc equation

; (2) Its generality, because piecewise linear, "B-spline" and Bezier surfaces are

particular cases of knging and least square methods can be derived as a limit case (

Trochu, 1993). Another advantage of kriging concerns the determinadon of the nonnal

vectors at any point of the surface, which can be computed exactly from the knged

mathematical equation of the surface. A formal description of parametric surface kriging

now follows.

3.2. 1 Parametric surface
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A three-dimensional surface is described by a parametric equadon of the form P

= P(s, t) , with component functions x = x(s, t), y = y(s, t), z = z(s, t). A parametnc

surface is defined by two kriging profiles A and B along the s and t directions

respectively. A knging profile consists of a drift and a generalized covariance which

govern the shape of the surface. The parametric equations of a curve m the f direction

for a kriging profile with a linear drift and a generalized covariance K^(h) can be written

as follows :

P,(s) =a^+ a, s ^^b^Kjt\s-s, \)
I'l

(1)

Where the coefficients ao , ai and bj are vector coefficients. We assume that J sections

exist along the t direcdon, each secdon being defined by / data points Py(Xg , yy , Zg), 1

< i < I. The parametric equations of each of the J sections are given by equation (1)

and the coefficients a<,, ai and b, are solutions of the following linear system which uses

the known values of the data points :

K^\s. -s, \)

1 s, b,

1 s, b,

1 SI bl py

1 I 0 0
5, I 0 0

"0
a,

0

0

(2)

The notation employed on the right hand side of equation (2) includes the data points of
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the J sections considered along the t direction. Note that, a different set of coefficients

ay , BI and b, is obtained for each of the J section.

Equation (2) can be written in a more compact form as follows :

[J^] .[&]=[?]

where [b] = {bi... b,... bi ao a^ }T. Solving for [b] gives

lb]=Wl-[P]

and subsdtuting from (1) yields

[P, (s)]T=[... K^s-s, \)... ls][K^ -1

... o...

... o...

(3)

(4)

(5)

The parametric equation of a curve for a profile B with a linear drift and a

generalized covariance K,, (h) can be written in a similar fashion as follows .

P,(t) =A, ^A, t^B, K,(\t-t, \)
t=l

(6)

with



Wt, -t,\)

1 r, B,

1'/ ^

1'/ . ^

0 0

0 0

^0
A.

»/

u

0

0

Finally, the equadons of the 7 sections along the s direction are
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(7)

r,T

lP, ft)}T-[Wt-t, \)... lt]lK^ -1

... o...

... o...

(8)

Equadons (5) and (8) can be merged into a single general equadon, which incorporates

the knging equations of the 7 and J sections for the j and / parameters respecdvely

CTrochu and Larocque, 1992) :



P(^) = [... K,(\s-s^-l s ] [K^\ -1

0 ... 0

0 ... 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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^(l^tl)

w (9)

The above equation yields the parametric representation of a complex surface. The drift

and covanance of each kriging profile may be changed: this will affect the shape of the

kriged surface correspondingly. For example when Kft) = h, a. piecewise linear surface

is obtained. It can be demonstrated also that kriging with K(h) = h3 and a linear drift

is equivalent to bicubic spline interpolation (Matheron, 1973). The method is well suited

to represent simple as well as complex surfaces (see Figure 3. 2).

3.2.2 Surface normal vector

The surface normal vector will be used to program the probe tip approach

direction and to compensate the probe dp diameter. It is easily calculated from the

knged surface. The partial derivatives ofEq. (9) with respect to ̂  and r define two slope

vectors on the patch surface. The slope vector of the surface at point 'P(s, t) in the ^
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direction is

9P(s^) _ ^ 9x(s^) 6(y(5,r) Bz(s,t) y
9s ~ 9s 9s 9s

(10)

Similarly, the slope vector of the surface at point T(s, t) in the t direction is

QP(sjt) _ r Qxdsjt) 9x(s,t) 9z(s,t) ^
St ^ 9t 9t 9t

(11)

The unit normal vector to the patch surface (see Figure 3. 3) at point 'P(s, t) is the

normalised cross-product of these slope vectors :

9P(s^ ^ B(s^
N(s,t)= , as 9t

|ap(s,o ^ ap^r)
Os 8t

(12)

3.3 PROPOSED ADAPTIVE MEASUREMENT STRATEGY

In the proposed approach the coordinates of several points on the object are

initially measured, under manual CMM control. Then a surface is generated from these

compensated measured points. This surface is an approximative representation of the

object. The proposed algorithm then calculates a set of points named "target points" and

their normal vectors from the estimate surface. These points are then used for further
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measuring the object. During digidzation the touch probe traverses in the direction of

the normal vector towards the target point. Upon contact of the probe with the object,

the compensated coordinates of the contact points are recorded. Then, a new surface is

constructed using these additional coordinates. This surface is a better estimate of the

actual surface. The above procedure continues until the difference calculated between

the measured and the target points becomes smaller than a given tolerance. Figure 3.4

shows a schematic diagram of the proposed adaptive method.

3. 3. 1 Generation of an initial surface using manually measured point

Initially several points are measured on the object using the touch probe. The

number and location of the initial points is very important because the surface generated

from these points should represent the overall shape of the object surface. For example

the number of points in irregular areas should be more than that of smoother areas.

These measurements are automatically compensated. A compensated point is given by

the probe centre coordinates; offset by one tip radius in a certain direcdon. In the case

of an unknown surface this compensation is in the direction of the closest measurement

plane (xy, yz, .cz) because the surface nonnal is not known. This introduces errors in the

measurement as illustrated in Figure 3. 1. As explained in section 2, the surface will be

generated using these measured points and Eq. 9. For the generation of the surface it

is preferable to use control points in each du-ection. This process controls the correctness

of the surface profiles.
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3. 3. 2 Calculation of the target points

The target points (see Figure 3.5) are used to measure the object and are located

on the generated surface. They are a set of points where the touch probe is expected to

contact the surface. The components of a target point include its coordinates and normal

vector to the surface. Dunng the measurement, the touch trigger probe moves along the

normal direction towards the target point. The measured coordinates are then those of

the probe ruby centre at contact time, compensated by the ruby radius along the surface

nonnal towards the surface.

A target point is defined by its s and t parameters, each varying from 0 to 1. For

example the coordinates of points representing the four comers of a surface are: p(0, 0),

p(0, l), p(l, 0), p(l, l). The approach will produce the coordinates of all arbitrary points

and their normal vectors on the generated surface.

3. 3. 2. 1 Generation of the target points

Two methods can be considered for the generation of the target points : 1)

regular generation of target points ; 2) irregular generadon of target ooint. The first

method, generates a set of uniformly distributed target points on the generated surface.

This approach is not efficient since it takes no account of the local complexity of the

surface. For the second method, the local complexity of the generated surface is

considered and so more points are planned in more complex regions. In order to support

this process it is necessary to calculate the tangent and curvature at each previously
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measured point.

The tangent and curvature at a point Pi in a curve is approximated using three

points (see Figure 3. 6) in the plane and solving for the circle which passes through these

three points. The curvature is approximated by the radius of the calculated circle and the

tangent is approximated by the tangent to the circle at ?i . The tangent and curvature of

the orthogonal curve are determined in a similar manner. For these approximations to

be accurate the five points must be measured accurately and the radius of curvature must

exist and be constant across the measured points. The constant curvature requirement is

achieved by making the distance between the measured points small compared to the

radius of curvature.

The curvature at point ?i is approximated using one of two methods. For the first

method, the three points in the plane are used to define a circle which passes through

them (see Figure 3.6-a). The curvature k at P; is approximated by the curvature of the

circle, i.e., the inverse of the circle radius, R. For the second method, the curvature is

approximated by the ratio of the change in the tangent angle and the change in arc

length. Figure 3. 6-b (Faux and Pratt, 1980).

The second method, uses three consecutive points. By definidon, for the 2D

case, the curvature is instead given by
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k-^ (13)

where @ is the angle between the curve's tangent and the horizontal or x axis. The

approximated equation is

, 8l-®2
AV

(14)

where 8, =aictan(^. ) , ^=arctan(^C^) and A v = ^~x, -x^(z, -z^2

The tangent or slope, m, of the curve at point P; follows directly from the

equations used to determine the curvature.. For the second method, the slope can be

approximated as the slope of the line passing through points Py and P^ , i. e.,

m=.

^0-Z2
^0-X2

(15)

The complexity of a region is defined as the rate of change in the slope, A m

(see Figure 3. 6-c). The generation of the target points in a local complex area at each

iteration is performed as follows (see Figure 3.7). First, the total curvature of each

curve is calculated as the sum of all the calculated A m for that curve (see Figure 3. 8).

Then the curve with the largest total curvature is selected. Then on this selected curve,

the A m of each region is calculated. The potential error due to incorrect ruby

compensation increases in the region with more complexity. On the basis of a given

acceptable measurement error, we can calculate the maximum deviation ( A 0_ _ ) of
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the probe direction from the local surface normal direction (see Figure 3. 9). An

equivalent acceptable maximum slope variation A /n can then be calculated:

sin(AU . ^
ton(AU = ^ (16)

Where A m=|mi-W2| > A 0=\0^-0^\ , 5C the acceptance error and r is the ruby

radius. For example with a ruby radius of 0.5 mm and an acceptance error of 0. 005

mm, the A m is 0. 1.

To avoid the problem of error compensation in the complex region, when Am > Am _

a set of three equidistant points added. The s and t parameters of the new points are

calculated as follows. If Spi, tpi, ... and Sp4, tp4 are the 5 and t values of existing points

and A s= PI p4 » where n is the number of point which should be added, then the
n+1

s value of the three new points (s, i, $,2, 8,3) are :

Sql=Spl+ A S , S,2=Sp2+ A S , S,3=Sp3+ A s (17)

3. 3. 3 Measuring the part using the target points

Apart from the initial manual measurement of the part, all subsequent

measurements are accomplished in computer control mode on the basis of the target

points and their surface normal. Figure 3. 10 illustrate the process of measuring the

target points.
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At first relatively large error are expected between the target and the measured

points. Also, this may lead to the local normal at the actually measured point to differ

from the target point normal. This means that a small error is introduced into the

compensation of that measured point. For this reason, all the target points are re-

measured at each iteration. A more efficient procedure will be proposed later.

3. 3.4 Comparison of the measured and the target points

Because the measured points are the only information about the actual surface,

they are the reference for the generated surface. Two tests are used 1) comparison

between the measured points and the target points; 2) comparison between the measured

points and the generated surface. The root mean square value is used to quantify both

criteria. Based on

d^=4^^]
1/2

(18)

this RMS value, a decision can be taken to see whether or not the procedure needs to be

repeated. If the results taken from Eq. 18 is out of a specified tolerance, a new surface

is generated using the new points. Then steps 3. 2 to 3. 4 are repeated(see Figure 3. 4).

As the complexity of the object increases and depending on the initial measured points,

the number of iteradons will increase.

3.4 VALTOATION

To check the validity of the proposed method, an automatic vector measurement
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command has been used. The command causes the CMM to move along a defined

vector from a fixed stand off distance along the surface nonnal in the direction of the

target point until it contacts the object. Upon contact, probe compensation is applied

along the defined vector then the command outputs the coordinates of the point, and the

difference between the target and the measured point.

A porcelain vase of dimensions 200x115x115 mm, was placed on the CMM table

. The part was digitized with an LK G90C 8. 7. 6 CMM using a TP2 touch trigger probe

with a ruby of 0. 5 mm radius. Inidally, 12 (4 rows and 3 columns) points were

measured manually as shown in Figure 3. 11. An inidal surface was then generated,

using the 12 grid points. After generating the surface, a set of target points, 7 ins and

5 points in t, were calculated. Having verified that the collected points were on the

generated surface a program was created. Then, the CMM measured the object

automatically and recorded the coordinates of the contact points. A new surface was

generated from the new measured point, with 7 rows, 5 columns (35 grid points). Table

3. 1 shows the geometry information of the various iterations and Figure 3. 11 shows the

additional points at each iteration.

In order to reach a decision on when to stop the iteration procedure, it is

necessary to calculate the error between the target and the measured points and between

the measured points and the previously generated surface. Actual results are shown in

Table 3. 2. The RMS distance (dg^s) in each iteradons are compared with the accepted
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value of repeatability for the CMM (0. 003 mm). The final surface generated with a 16

x 5 grid of measured points is shown in Figure 3. 12.

As shown in Table 3. 2 the procedure was repeated 4 times, and each time the

accuracy increased. The time consummation for the above work has been reduce 40%

as compare with digitizing of part to achieved the same precision with manual method

and also the accuracy of digitizing increase reladve to its manual procedure.

An inspection program was written that applies all the necessary commands and

steps to perfonn the complete measurement procedure, including the probe qualificadon

procedure, alignment procedure, touch probe movement etc.

3.5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, a new approach is proposed for the rapid and automatic digitization

of unknown complex surfaces using data acquired by a CMM equipped with a spherical

tip touch probe. An inidal surface is generated from a few points which are manually

measured. Then a set of target points are produce which can be used to re-measure the

part surface with a higher degree of accuracy. The measurement procedure can be

continued until the difference between the measured points and the model becomes

smaller than a given tolerance.

The digidzation process and its planning are performed automatically. The
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benefits of the approach, for the measurement of objects with a CMM and a touch probe,

are:

1- Rapid and automatic programming for digitizing complex surfaces.

2- The possibility to digitize unknown sculptured and free form surfaces as encountered

m reverse engmeenng.

3- Measured time can be significantly reduced.

4- The accuracy of the model can be increased as needed.

As mendoned previously, the use of compensated points leads to inefficiencies in

the digitization procedure. A more attractive solution consists in recording tip centre

points. These points are in effect always valid and can be re-used at each subsequent

iteradons, by simply changing the ruby compensation direcdon. However, the target

point selecdon will take place according to the usual scheme for new points but not for

akeady measured points. For these, the target point will have an addidonal selection

constraint. For example it may be that the point is that on the generated surface which

is closest to the centre measured coordinates. This approach is undergoing trials.
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Table 3. 1 Geometry information of the generated surface of each
procedure

70

Iteration

initial

1

2

3

4

Number of Number of Number

points in s points in t of grid
direcdon direction points

4

7

10

13

16

3

5

5

5

5

12

35

50

65

80

Symbol Number of
on the control

Fig. 10 points

0

0

40x30

50x40

55x40

60x40

65x40

Table 3.2 The result of procedure evaluation.

Iteration

Initial

1

2

3

4

d(TP, PGS)
(mm)

0.000445

0.000324

0. 000196

0.000101

d(PGS, MP)
(mm)

1. 885

0.021

0. 006

0.003

dCTP.MP)
x(mm) y(mm) z(mm)

n

0. 686

0.014

0. 004

0.002

1. 107

0.019

0. 009

0.002
ere:

TP= Targets Points,
PGS= Previously Generated Surface,
MP= Measured points,
n= number of points on the surface,
EC= Error Calculated,
CP= Continue Procedure, F= Yes, JV=No,
dCTP,MP)= distance calculated between TP and MP,
d(PGS, MP)= distance calculated between PGS and MP

1.434

0. 018

0.007

0.003

EC
(mm)

12 -

35 1. 882

50 0. 018

65 0. 003

80 0. 000

CP

y

Y

y

N
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Part surface

M'

C2
-A-

N N,

Probe tip

ka
Assumed measurement plane

ei

ei-rsmAa

e2=r(l -cos Aa)

Figure 3. 1 Measurement errors resulting from an incorrect surface normal vector.

Figure 3. 2 A sculptured surface generated using the Kriging method.
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Figure 3. 3 The target points and normal directions.

Start

Selection of the locadon of the initially measured oints

Measured of the initial oints

Gcneradon of the surface from the measured pomts

Calculation of the target points

Measured of the object with the new target point

Evaluation test

No
s Ifae RMS calculated acce table

Yes
Generation of the final surface

Figure 3. 4 The schemadc diagram for the procedure of the adaptive
measurement method.
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Target point

Part surface
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Surface normal

Probe ruby

Figure 3. 5 The target point and the corresponding measured point.
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6i

^

qs
q2

q1 Pl
p< "~ 

p, mi-f[pi, p2, p3)

m2=f[P2, P3, P4)
Am=mi-m2

Figure 3. 6 Approximating curvature: (a) osculating circle (b) ratio of tangent
angle to arc length (c) the A m region.
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Calculation of the total curvature of all curves on the generated surface

Selection of the curve with the largest total curvature

Selecdoaofthere 'on with hi curvature

Addition of a number of points to the selected region

Addition of the new calculated intstothetar et intset

Yes
there others regions?

V No
:Stor

Figure 3. 7 A schematic diagram for the procedure calculation of target
point.

£Am = 6.2

\

EA m= 4.6

^m = 0.0

^

\ ^ £Am=4.5
x

Figure 3. 8 The values of Am for differents curves.
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02

Oi m2

A8 B
A8

A C

sin(AO»)=BC/AB
tan(A9»x)=AB/r

mi

Amc=tan(A8na)

Figure 3. 9 Relationship between A m c and A6 max,

Nonnal vectors at the target points

Estimated surface

Part surface

* Target pomts

0 Measured point

Figure 10 Reladonship between the target points, normal vectors and
measured points.
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. initial
o iteration n. 1
. iteration n.2

a iteration n.3
IT iteradonn.4

Figure 3. 11 Target point locations for the initial and subsequent iteration

Figure 3 12 The final generated surface from the digitized part.
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Chapter 4

General Conclusion and Recommendations
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this study a CMM based methodology has been developed for reverse

engineering applications. After digitizing an unknown part, the system is able to

generate the surface and transfer it to a CAD system where modifications of the surface

is possible. Two aspects of the problem have been addressed: 1) The compensation of

the error due to the probe radius in contact with the object to be measured; 2) The

automatic selection of the digitization points of an unknown surface taking a minimum

number of measurements to accurately model the surface.

Both problems were solved with a model based approach using kriging to

interpolate the surfaces. The probe radius compensation was performed using an

approximate method by simply applying an offset to the probe centre surface. This is

not theoretically correct for a general surface. However the tangential condition of touch

was verified and used to validate the approximation. Since probe diameters are usually

small, the approach should prove useful in most applications.

The automatic selection of measurement points represents a powerful means of

not only speeding up the digitisation but also ensuring a reliable model. The surface

model is progressively improved through a process of surface model estimation,

verification and modification. More work is now needed to verify the opdmality of the

number and locations of the selected points. However the approach proved effective in

precisely modelling the test part.
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The ultimate aim of this research is to machine a workpiece based on

measurement data on a physical model. For the digidzing step the following

recommendations are made to complete this study :

1) Selecdon of the probe radius for different surfaces.

2) Calculation of the density of points for digitizing an object.

3) Qptimisadon of the inspection time using inspecdon planning.

4) Localizadon of the object for digitization and machining.

5) Harmonize the choice ofdatums for the workpiece, CMM inspection, CAD modelling

and CNC machining.
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